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US Senate approves fiscal package 
 

The US Senate has agreed 

on an USD2trn package of 

fiscal support measures for 

the US economy 

 

 

 

Despite this policy action, 

a deep global recession 

remains assured 

 

 

 

Our views 
 

We expect that investors 

will require evidence that 

case growth is “under 

control” before a 

sustainable recovery in 

risk appetite can take 

hold. In the short-term, a 

cautious investment 

strategy remains 

warranted  

 

However, highly attractive 

valuations for risky asset 

classes imply potentially 

attractive rewards to 

investors with a longer-

term horizon  
 

US Senate agrees fiscal stimulus package 

Following days of wrangling between US lawmakers, the US Senate has agreed on an USD2.2trn 

package of fiscal support measures for the US economy, equivalent to around 10% of US GDP. 

These measures are summarised in Table 1. Democratic Speaker Nancy Pelosi has indicated the 

House of Representatives will approve the package, before being signed by US President Trump. 

Table 1: Summary of US fiscal measures 

Measure Description USD 

Direct cash transfers USD1,200 rebate payment per individual earning less than USD75,000 (USD2,400; 

USD150,000 for couples). An additional USD500 per child. 

290bn 

Loans to industries  Includes USD50bn for airlines (USD25bn in grants and USD25bn in loans). 504bn 

Small business 

assistance 

Paycheck protection and forgivable loans provided by certified local banks and 

credit unions   

377bn 

Healthcare grants Funding for test kits, medical supplies and other procedures 180bn* 

State and local 

governments 

Payments proportional to the relative population  175bn 

Deferred payroll taxes Tax credits and deferred payroll taxes for businesses maintaining payroll 280bn 

Boost to unemployment 

benefits 

Each unemployed person will get an extra USD600 a week and insurance will be 

extended by one month to four months 

260bn 

Food, education and 

disaster assistance  

Includes USD25bn in food assistance, USD24bn for farmers, USD32bn* for schools 

and USD45bn for disaster assistance  

126bn* 

Total 2.2trn 

*Minimum figures. Source: HSBC Global Asset Management, as at 26 March 2020 

The US economic situation is deteriorating fast 

The substantial policy easing by US authorities follows an ongoing exponential growth rate in 

cases of COVID-19 in the US and Europe, and a further ramping up of administrative measures 

aimed at containing the outbreaks.  

Federal Reserve St. Louis President James Bullard has suggested US GDP could contract by 

50% in the second quarter (on an annualised basis) and the unemployment rate increase to 30% 

(from 3.5% at present). Data released later today is likely to show a record increase in US citizens 

filing for unemployment insurance.  

Following a similarly dramatic deterioration in survey data in Europe and China, a global recession 

is now inevitable and it is set to be very deep. The duration and depth of this recession will 

depend on a range of factors, such as: how long containment measures taken by authorities 

remain in place; and how well the fiscal and monetary support policies insulate households and 

firms from the initial shock of the containment measures. 

Investment implications 

This fiscal package has been highly anticipated by global investors, with recent equity market 

performance boosted by news that the package was close to being finalised in the aftermath of 

the Fed’s recent unprecedented monetary policy measures – including facilities to purchase 

corporate bonds for the first time in its history.  

It is clear that global policymakers are pushing the boundaries to help mitigate the economic 

damage of the outbreak. Nevertheless, the global economy is still facing a very challenging and 

uncertain period, and financial market volatility is elevated – the IMF has noted “a recession at 

least as bad as during the global financial crisis or worse” is likely.  

We expect that investors will require evidence that case growth is “under control”, and that 

governments are willing to ease restrictions before a sustainable recovery in risk appetite can take 

hold. For the time being, we are in an environment of many “unknown unknowns”, which suggests 

a cautious investment strategy remains warranted in the short-term. 

However, there is a silver lining. Recent market moves have incorporated a lot of bad news which 

have materially increased our estimate of prospective returns for risky asset classes, especially 

compared to government bonds. Therefore, our strategic view remains pro-risk, with potentially 

attractive rewards to investors with a longer-term mind-set and investment plan. 
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